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Abstract: Secure image and video transmission over network is a crucial issue these days, due to the
rapid growth of highly secure data needs. As, the major concern regarding the copyright protection of
videos increase as the users of consumers electronics shares tens of thousands of videos every day. This
paper proposes a novel method for video hashing for copyright protection, media monitoring, etc. The
proposed method is applied to temporally representative images of a video and its robustness is found
with respect to several distortions like noise, changes in colour, brightness, temporal shift, spatial shift,
etc. and the results shows that the proposed method is effective and robust.
Key Words: Copy right protection, Temporally representative image (TRI), Hashing, Video objects,
Frames, Confusion, Diffusion.

Introduction:
There are many aspects to security and many applications, ranging from secure transmission of data,
protecting passwords, On-line security, On-line banking and many more[2]. Data encryption comes under the
category of mathematical applications in terms of information security, which incorporates the management
and manipulation of data [1]. One essential aspect for secure communications is cryptography which can be
defined as the conversion of data into a ciphered code that can be deciphered and also could be safely send
across a public or private network. Alone Cryptography it is not sufficient for secure transmission of
information [1] [5].
The copyright protection for the security of videos is a major concern with the rapid growth of video sharing
websites. Watermarking technique is somehow feasible for image encryption but for video communication
watermarking is not feasible as it requires extra information to be inserted which is not practically feasible at
the sender side as it increases cost of computation while searching [1] [5] [8].
Video hashing is still in its preliminary research phase and the currently available video hashing approaches
are based on extending the expansion of current hashing algorithms for still images but these approaches are
sensitive to frame dropping and noise. So paper has devised a method which incorporates the temporal
information derived from video sequence and provides the image hash with both the spatial and temporal
information of the video sequence [1] [2] [4].
Digital Marketing:
The copyright protection for the security of videos is a major concern with the rapid growth of video sharing
websites. Watermarking technique is somehow feasible for image encryption but for video communication
watermarking is not feasible as it requires extra information to be inserted which is not practically feasible at
the sender side as it increases cost of computation while searching [1] [5] [8].
Video hashing is still in its preliminary research phase and the currently available video hashing approaches
are based on extending the expansion of current hashing algorithms for still images but these approaches are
sensitive to frame dropping and noise. So paper has devised a method which incorporates the temporal
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information derived from video sequence and provides the image hash with both the spatial and temporal
information of the video sequence [1] [2] [4].

Finger printing:
A fingerprint is a content based signature derived from a multimedia asset so that it specifically represents that
asset. Robustness and uniqueness are the two essential properties for a video fingerprint to be efficient and
effective [6] [7]. Another important requirement is the complexity i.e. the less complex the more efficient is
the fingerprint system.
Cano et al. [7] have listed some additional requirements with respect to video fingerprint like accuracy,
reliability, granularity, security, versatility, scalability, fragility.

Figure 1.1 General frame work of video fingerprinting

Proposed Method and Hypothesis:
In order to generate a secure hash for video objects various methods could be used but none of them could be
highly effective, efficient and robust. This section gives the description of the proposed hashing approach.
The following assumptions have been taken into consideration:
 Firstly the video sequence is divided into video segments of fixed length which incorporates the
temporal information also.
 The spatial resizing and time re-sampling of video objects is done into fixed W x H x F
pixels/second, W x H denotes frame size (W for width and H for height) and F denotes frame rate.
 TRI segmentation is done into N x N size blocks and horizontal features (α 1, α2,
……..…………….αn) and vertical features (β1, β2, ……………….βn) are extracted from it.
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FIGURE 1.2 PROPOSED FRAME WORK OF VIDEO HASHING
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Then TRI is generated for each segment. Let lx, y, n be the luminance value of the (x, y)th pixel of the nth frame.
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To generate the binary hash for horizontal feature extracted, each coefficient is replaced by 0 if it
is less than the median values of all the coefficients and 1 otherwise. In the same way binary hash
of vertical feature is also calculated.
Concatenate Horizontal and Vertical binary hash to generate the final binary hash of video objects.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We ran the simulations on training set of videos taken from ocean [9] were used. We choose β= 0.5, α = 0.5
and Z = 32 pixels with 60% overlapping between adjacent blocks. Then some attacks like noise, rotation,
frame dropping, etc. are mounted. Then the generated hash of TIRI – DCT, TIRI – DCT & DWT and
Proposed versions are compared with each other to check the correctness (copy right protection) of video
objects. True positive rate (TPR) and False Positive rate (FPR) of the algorithms are computed as, shown in
Table 1. All the three algorithms are robust against changes in brightness and contrast but the proposed
algorithm is more robust to many of the other attacks like increase in noise and frame drop.
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The proposed algorithm is slightly less robust against geometric attacks like rotation and shift (but these
attacks degrade the perceptual quality of videos and make them unusable).

TABLE 1 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE ALGORITHMS
Conclusion and Future work:
The video copy detection is a crucial issue these days to the video sharing websites. The paper has proposed
an algorithm which uses the strengths of TIRI – DCT, TIRI – DCT & DWT algorithms and allows more
secure and robust method for video hashing. Simulations run on a database of 100 videos shows the high
discriminating ability of the algorithm. As, part of future work, we can extend performance evaluation in the
presence of other attacks such as cropping and logo insertion.
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